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Father’s Day Writing Numbers up to 1,000 in Words 

Directions:  Choose the correct number for the following number words. 

1.   

 

2.  

                            

3.  
 

Which of the following 
shows this number using 

digits? 

Four hundred seventeen 

      470  417 

      720  407 

Which of the following shows 
this number using digits? 

Nine hundred forty three 

      943  903 

      914  900 

 

Which of the following shows 
this number using digits? 

Seven hundred eleven 

      780  781 

      78  711 
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4.                                                                          

 

5.  
 
 
 

6.  

 

 

                                                                                                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Which of the following shows 
this number using digits? 

Ninety four 

      904  94 

      940  914 

Which of the following shows 
this number using digits? 

Six hundred eight 

      680  608 

      618  68 

Which of the following shows 
this number using digits? 

One thousand 

     100  951 

     1,000 1,100 
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Father’s Day Writing Numbers up to 1,000 in Words 

Answer Key 

Directions:  Choose the correct number for the following number 
words. 

1.   

 

2.  

                            

3.  
 

Which of the following shows 
this number using digits? 

Four hundred seventeen 

      470  417 

      720  407 

Which of the following shows 
this number using digits? 

Nine hundred forty three 

      943  903 

      914  900 

Which of the following shows 
this number using digits? 

Seven hundred eleven 

      780  781 

      78  711 
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4.                                                                          

 

5.  
 
 
 

6.  

 

 

                                                                                                     

 

 

 

Which of the following shows 
this number using digits? 

Ninety four 

      904  94 

      940  914 

Which of the following shows 
this number using digits? 

Six hundred eight 

      680  608 

      618  68 

Which of the following shows 
this number using digits? 

One thousand 

     100  951 

     1,000 1,100 


